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Ryan Ragsdale, T.D. Williamson, USA, details the 
development of a plugging solution designed 
to improve the safety of pipeline maintenance 
operations.

For as long as natural gas distribution pipeline systems have been in use, safety 
has been a primary mandate. The consequences of failure are enormous, making 
risk reduction essential during operation, maintenance, and repair. Yet with 
countless customers relying on continuous service, shutting down the system to 

perform required work is not an option. 
Throughout the industry’s evolution, greater regulatory control and enhanced 

procedures have helped protect people and the environment. For example, during 
the infrastructure boom between the 1920s and 1960s, better metalworking facilitated 
pipeline construction, and demand for natural gas increased dramatically. No longer 
considered just a source of light – its primary role for almost a century – natural gas 
started to be used to heat homes and for cooking. As the number of miles of pipeline 
increased, so did the need for maintenance and repair; this required new methods for 
gaining entry into the lines. 

Early pipeline plugging
In the early years of pipeline maintenance, operators let product leak or blow off 
while repair work was undertaken on a line, with the hope that the jobs could wrap up 
quickly and avoid damaging the surroundings. Although pipeline pressures were much 
lower at the time and product leaked at a slower rate, this was not an ideal solution. 
The market required a tool that could stop flow within a pipeline, so that product 
could be contained while sections were repaired. 

The first attempts to ‘plug’ a live pipeline were not only messy but risky as well; for 
example, ‘pipe ragging’ was a process that involved drilling a hole into a live pipeline 
and inserting a piece of leather or similar material. From there, workers stuffed rags into 
the leather to expand it and plug the line, containing the leak. Whilst not an elegant 
solution, it was the best offering at the time. 

The development of the gas bag represented a leap forward in plugging 
technology. ‘Pipe bagging’ involved inserting an inflatable bag into a live pipeline. 



Once the deflated bag was in place, it was pumped full of air 
until it expanded to fill the pipe, blocking off product from 
escaping past the sealed section. This worked reasonably well for 
low-pressure pipelines and was a definite improvement on pipe 
ragging. 

The relationship between safety and 
technology
The year 1937 marked a significant year of change for both the 
gas distribution market and the larger oil and gas industry. In a 
period where regulations were considerably looser, there was no 
regulatory body in place to hold gas distribution companies and 
their pipeline assets to a strict safety standard. The tragedy of the 
New London, Texas (US) school explosion was a powerful force for 
change. 

It began when a small-town school opted to tap into a nearby 
waste gas pipeline to save money on heating costs. Unbeknown 
to the town’s residents, equipment leaks soon became a silent but 
severe problem. At this time, mercaptan, the odorant responsible 
for the ‘rotten egg’ smell commonly associated with natural 
gas, was not a mandatory additive, which meant that leaks were 
nearly impossible to detect. Even as students and staff reported 
mysterious headaches, no one suspected the cause might be a 
colourless, odourless natural gas leak. 

But on 18 March 1937, a cataclysmic gas explosion levelled the 
school, leaving 294 dead and many more wounded. The event 
sparked widespread reform in the gas distribution industry. To 
prevent further tragedies, the US and Canada required mercaptan 
to be added to natural gas before it was distributed to homes and 
businesses. 

The introduction of hot tapping and plugging 
To keep up with growing post-World War II energy demand, 
operators began increasing pipeline pressure. While that moved 
more product faster, it created a new problem when it came 
to maintenance: methods such as gas bagging simply could not 
safely withstand the higher operating pressures. This led to the 
development of the static seal. 

Static seals are strong, rigid, size-on-size plugging devices that 
can be wedged into a pipeline (rather than inflated once inside, like 
the gas bag) to isolate pressure while work is carried out on the 
line. The static seal is designed to provide an effective and reliable 
alternative to shutting down a pipeline. It is considered a suitable 
tool for higher-pressure lines that require a stronger, more rigid 
barrier.

T.D. Williamson (TDW) entered the isolation market in 1956 with 
the invention of STOPPLE® plugging technology for high-pressure 
systems. STOPPLE tools feature a plugging head with a rigid rubber 
seal that is lowered into a tapped hole on a live pipeline and 
wedged into position to hold back full line pressure. Using STOPPLE 
technology, operators can perform repair or maintenance work on 
a pipeline without having to shut it down, with an effective seal 
preventing the product from leaking.  

Drawing from its experience designing STOPPLE equipment, 
TDW utilised a similar technique to develop SHORTSTOPP® 
technology for the gas distribution market. Equipped with 
static seals, the original circa-1962 model was dubbed the 
SHORTSTOPP 60 because it was appropriate for line pressure up 
to 4.13 bar (60 psi); TDW has released newer models with different 
maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP) ratings according 
to the market need. TDW also leveraged its STOPPLE technology 
to create the STOPPLE Train system, which allows two independent 
plugging heads to be inserted into a line through a single fitting. 
Once set, the area between the heads is depressurised through 
a bleed port. The port is left open and monitored, so that any 
product seeping past the primary seal can be removed from the 
line and captured or evacuated to a safe location. This creates a 
zone of ‘zero energy’, and enables operators to perform repairs and 
maintenance on an in-service pipeline in a safe work environment.

Energised seals
Although static seal technology has been used for decades, the 
concept of an energised, or expandable, seal made of malleable 
rubber has become an attractive option. 

Energised seals consist of a plugging device that is smaller than 
the pipe interior, making them easier to insert into the pipeline. 
Once in place, the sealing element expands outward and adheres 
to the internal topography of the pipe, even if there are geometric 
anomalies like dents, gouges or irregular weld seams. In this way, 
they can provide a sure seal where a rigid, circular plugging head 
might not be able to. The energised seal embodies the flexibility of 
a gas bag with the strength of a static seal like the SHORTSTOPP 60. 

Looking to the future  
Energised seals are an improvement over past plugging devices; 
however, the industry is already finding ways to build on this 
solution. For example, in 2020, TDW is scheduled to roll out 
the ProStoppTM DS isolation tool, the company’s first patented 
energised seal for low-pressure lines and the market’s first double 
block and bleed energised seal. Leveraging the double block and 
bleed function piloted with the STOPPLE Train isolation system, 
TDW has adapted this technology to suit the ProStopp DS isolation 
tool, achieving double the sealing capability through a single fitting. 
With this new isolation tool, TDW has developed a way to make 
sophisticated technology simple to operate while answering the 
market’s call for a safer, more efficient tool.

The pipeline industry has come a long way since the early 
days of rags and gas bags; new innovations continue to make 
maintenance and repairs safer, and regulatory bodies – such as the 
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) 
– collaborate with operators and pipeline service companies like 
TDW to minimise risks, provide uninterrupted service and, most 
importantly, keep people and the environment safe.  Figure 1. The new ProStoppTM DS isolation tool.
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